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G enetic testing of patient constitutional DNA (i.e., their 
genome) is increasingly performed in medical prac
tice.1–3 Sequencing an entire human genome (about 

3.2  billion nucleotides) is now possible to complete in days to 
weeks, and at a similar cost to some advanced imaging tests or 
to a brief admission to hospital.3,4 Genome sequencing is being 
integrated into health care systems internationally, most notably 
in the United Kingdom.5 Starting in 2021, genome sequencing is 
being performed as a clinical genetic test in Ontario, Canada.

What is genome sequencing?

Genome sequencing (or whole genome sequencing) is a com
pre hensive test capable of detecting nearly all DNA variation in a 
genome. Sequencing can diagnose most of the > 6000 condi
tions listed in the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man database 
(www.omim.org) for which the genetic basis is currently under
stood. These include cystic fibrosis, Duchenne muscular dystro
phy, familial hypercholesterolemia, hemophilia A, Lynch syn
drome, Marfan syndrome and multiple endocrine neoplasia. 
Most diagnoses are individually rare (i.e., < 1 in 2000 live births) 
or ultrarare (i.e., < 100 people reported in the medical litera
ture), and thus less likely to be suspected a priori (e.g., Kabuki 
syndrome; Figure 1). Patients may present with unusual constel
lations of features, or with common diseases like autism spec
trum disorder, cardiomyopathy, congenital heart disease, epi
lepsy, cancer, schizophrenia or dementia, although this list is 
not comprehensive.

Genome sequencing is broader in scope than other com
monly used genetic tests (Box 1), and data can be analyzed in 
both hypothesisdriven and hypothesisgenerating ways. For 
these reasons, genome sequencing will likely eventually sup
plant exome sequencing, large nextgeneration sequencing gene 
panel tests and chromosomal microarray analysis.

How is genome sequencing delivered?

Genome sequencing is a 3stage process (Figure 1). First, a medical 
geneticist or other health care professional collects the necessary 
information on phenotype and family history. Second, the genome 
data are generated and reviewed by a clinical laboratory geneti
cist. Third, a physician correlates the genetic findings with the clin
ical phenotype. Primary findings are genetic variants that may 
explain all or a component of the clinical presentation. Identifying 

such results is the main purpose of genome sequencing as a clin
ical diagnostic test. In North America, some laboratories will also 
actively look for secondary findings, namely diseasecausing 
variants in specific genes associated with medically actionable 
conditions that are unrelated to the reason for testing.7 Com
muni cation of results is embedded within the framework of 
genetic counselling (Box 2) and is often facilitated by a medical 
geneticist and genetic counsellor. 

DNA sequencing is becoming less expensive and more accu
rate because of technological advances. However, the cost of 
offering genome sequencing as a clinical test is still in the range 
of several thousand Canadian dollars per familybased investiga
tion, not including upfront investments in personnel, equipment 
and infrastructure.

Who is eligible for genome sequencing?

Genome sequencing is a consideration for children and adults 
with suspected genetic disorders for whom a targeted genetic 
testing approach is unlikely to succeed or has already failed. In 
Ontario, genome sequencing is undergoing a 2year pilot assess
ment as part of the Genomewide Sequencing Ontario project 
(www.gsontario.ca), with publication of interim results pending. 
Testing can be ordered only by a medical geneticist or other 
physician with comparable expertise. The approval criteria cur
rently favour individuals with multiple unexplained congenital 
anomalies or a moderatetosevere developmental disability, 
and affect scenarios where a unifying diagnosis is expected to 
impact management.
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Key points
• Genome sequencing is a comprehensive genetic test that is 

being integrated into health care systems internationally.

• Test indications include suspected genetic disorders in children 
and adults for whom a targeted genetic testing approach is 
likely to be low yield or has already failed.

• Analytic validity, diagnostic yield and clinical utility are similar 
or superior to other clinical genetic tests, such as exome 
sequencing, chromosomal microarray analysis and next
generation sequencing gene panel tests.

• Appropriate adoption of genome sequencing as a molecular 
diagnostic test in Canada would be facilitated by a cohesive 
national strategy for genomic medicine.
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What are the harms?

The procedure of sequencing is safe; however, possible negative con
sequences are tied to how results are interpreted and disclosed. First, 
genome sequencing can be misconstrued as a diagnostic panacea. 
Accurate clinical information and family history remain important for 
interpreting results. A positive result may not explain all of the 

patient’s features, and a negative result does not rule out a genetic 
contribution or invalidate an unambiguous clinical diagnosis.11 
 Second, the classification of a genetic variant can change over time 
as new information becomes available.12 Certain ethnic groups 
remain underrepresented in the largescale reference databases of 
genomic variation that guide interpretation, and therefore misdiag
nosis is a possibility for these groups.12 Third, genetic test results can 
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Figure 1: Genome sequencing process. Middle panel was adapted from “Whole Genome Sequencing” by BioRender.com (2021); retrieved from https://
app.biorender.com/biorendertemplates. Note: Variants in the KDM6A gene are linked to Kabuki syndrome. After appropriate pretest counselling, 
including review of possible results, a DNA sample is obtained from the patient, usually via a blood draw. Samples from biological parents are often 
sequenced at the same time to give additional context regarding inheritance. DNA is fragmented into small pieces and run on a highthroughput 
sequencing machine to generate millions of “nucleotide reads.” Reads are aligned to a reference genome, like puzzle pieces being assembled by look
ing at the image pictured on the box. The average number of reads covering a given genomic position (the “read depth”) is typically 30–40. Variants (dif
ferences) from that reference are annotated using sophisticated bioinformatics tools and largescale databases of genomic variation. These variants 
are filtered and reviewed by a genome analyst to identify 1 or more that might be causal for the observed clinical presentation.
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reveal unexpected information about the individual, family members 
or their relationships to one another. These considerations under
score the importance of detailed pre and posttest counselling and 
the need for trained genetics professionals (Box 2). An additional 
safeguard against harms is Canada’s Genetic Non-Discrimination Act, 
which became law in 2017 and is intended to protect individuals 
from genetic discrimination on the basis of their test results.13

What is the evidence so far?

Most data are from prospective observational trials of testing in clinic
ally hetero geneous populations with suspected rare genetic dis
eases.1,2,4,5,14,15 Primary outcome measures are usually diagnostic yield 
or time to diagnosis. Clinical utility and costeffectiveness are second
ary outcomes of interest. Genome sequencing has a higher diagnostic 
yield than exome sequencing and chromosomal micro array analy
sis,1,11,14,15 at an increasingly competitive cost.2 Different phenotype 
categories are associated with different diagnostic yields.2,3,5 For 
example, yield may be more than 50% in individuals with severeto
profound intellectual disability, but less than 10% in most cohorts 
with single, major congenital anomalies. One comprehensive review 
of the literature identified 36 studies addressing key laboratory and 
clinical issues that collectively support a role for genome sequencing 
in place of other current standard genetic tests (Box 1).2

The use of genome sequencing with rapid turnaround time is 
most well established in neonatal and pediatric intensive care set
tings, including 2 randomized controlled trials showing increased 
timely diagnostic yield and clinical utility relative to routine testing.1,4

What can be expected in the future?

Genome sequencing is anticipated to become a firsttier investiga
tion in children and adults with suspected genetic conditions that 
have high genetic heterogeneity (i.e., a broad genetic differential 
diagnosis with many candidate genes or loci).2,3,5,11,14,15 This will curtail 

the longstanding practice of ordering multiple genetic tests sequen
tially and shorten many diagnostic odysseys. Results returned to 
patients may also include pharmacogenetic profiles, reproductive 
carrier status information and genetic risk profiles for lateronset 
conditions.16 The role for genome sequencing as a preventive health 
tool in ostensibly healthy individuals remains unclear.16

Further evidence is needed regarding the clinical utility, cost
effectiveness and possible unintended downstream conse
quences of genome sequencing within our health care system. 
The added yield of genome sequencing over exome sequencing 
remains modest in some cohorts; however, this gap will widen 
with advances in data analysis and larger data sets to compare 
against.2,11,15 The anticipation of additional clinically relevant 
information arising from asyetunexplored areas of the genome 
is also driving investments in genome sequencing technology.2,5,11

Appropriate adoption of genome sequencing as a diagnostic test 
in Canada would be facilitated by a coordinated national strategy for 
genomic medicine that couples basic and clinical research, as exists 
in the United Kingdom and Australia. Translational genomics proj
ects, such as Care4Rare Canada (www.care4rare.ca), the CAUSES 
Clinic at BC Children’s Hospital, the Integrated Centre for Pediatric 
Clinical Genomics in Montréal, the Silent Genomes Project (www.
bcchr.ca/silentgenomesproject), Genome Canada’s AllforOne 
 initiative (www.genomecanada.ca) and the efforts from individual 
tertiary hospitals (e.g., The Hospital for Sick Children) continue to 
evolve. These diseasefocused initiatives would benefit from a paral
lel genome sequencing effort of the national population to study the 
genetic determinants of health. Delivering diagnostic genome 
sequencing in Canada will also require that more staff be trained, 
including medical geneticists, clinical laboratory geneticists and 
genetic counsellors, to enhance the genetic literacy across the diverse 
population of Canada. Ensuring equitable access to care informed by 
the DNA code, irrespective of postal code, is a challenge in countries 
that span a large geography, such as Canada and the United States, 
but we suggest that this be a priority for policymakers.

Box 1: Overview of selected clinical genetic test 
modalities6

For patients with phenotypes with known genetic heterogeneity, 
the following tests are commonly employed in clinical practice:

• Chromosomal microarray analysis: a genomewide test that 
typically detects only copy number variations (i.e., chromosome 
imbalances).

• Nextgeneration sequencing gene panel test: a targeted test 
focusing on a predefined list of genes that typically detects only 
exonic sequencelevel variants and exonlevel deletions or 
duplications in those genes.

• Exome sequencing: a genomewide test that typically detects only 
exonic sequencelevel variants, a subset of exonlevel deletions or 
duplications, and a subset of copy number variations. 

• Genome sequencing: this approach offers myriad advantages as 
a single comprehensive test. Current shortread genome 
sequencing can reliably detect sequence, structural and copy 
number variations, both within and outside of exons, as well as 
clinically relevant short tandem repeats, pseudogenes and 
mitochondrial DNA variation.

Box 2: Overview of genetic counselling

Genetic counsellors are health professionals with specialized 
training and experience in providing genetic counselling. In 
Canada, they may be members of the Canadian Association of 
Genetic Counsellors (www.cagcaccg.ca/). The National Society 
of Genetic Counselors defines genetic counselling as “the 
process of helping people understand and adapt to the medical, 
psychological and familial implications of genetic contributions 
to disease. This process integrates the following:

• Interpretation of family and medical histories to assess the 
chance of disease occurrence or recurrence.

• Education about inheritance, testing, management, prevention, 
resources and research.

• Counselling to promote informed choices and adaptation to the 
risk or condition.”8

Professional societies like the Canadian College of Medical 
Geneticists9 and the American College of Medical Genetics and 
Genomics10 recognize the importance of pre and posttest genetic 
counselling in the context of clinical genomewide (i.e., exome or 
genome) sequencing.
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